
Note to Semi-Finalists 
Thank you very much for participating in the HUNCH Design and Prototyping.  This was by far the most 
difficult year for deciding finalists.  Part of the difficulty was the number of teams participating but the 
most important part was the number of high quality of prototypes for each of the 10 projects.   

Each Mentor helped choose potential finalists for their area and were then compared with the same 
type of projects across the country.  Teams that were selected to be finalists had very tough competition 
and it was very difficult to down select.  Although everyone wants to be a finalist it isn’t possible and 
decisions have to be made.  Some of the decisions include the requirements but also trying to show 
diversity of how the problem could be solved.  There was no shortage of good and diverse ideas. 

Being a Semi-Finalist is a great honor because each of you put together a project and data that made the 
teams think, learn and be excited about space.   Your great ideas and hard work is what makes NASA 
HUNCH a challenge and a great experience for engineering.  We hope you enjoyed the projects as much 
as we all enjoyed seeing your prototypes.   

If you are a senior and moving on to college, industry, or trade schools, make sure you include your 
project with NASA HUNCH on your resume.  You will find that your interview will center on “what did 
you do for NASA?”  The more you tell them, the more they will want to hear.  You will be receiving a 
letter of recommendation from NASA HUNCH describing Design and Prototype and the project you 
worked on.  We hope that your work will translate to opening doors for your future.  Thank you for 
being in the NASA HUNCH Design and Prototype Program. 



Problem
The problem we are trying to
solve for everyday workers of
NASA is that they forget some
of the items needed for their
everyday job from time to time,
in order to prevent that we

have designed 2 prototypes to
help save the amount of
space and time it takes to
hold all of those di�erent
types of necessities, our

project was created to make a
badge holder that can hold

the everyday items needed for
on the job to create a

multitool, as an attempt to
suit the needs of the workers

using the badge holder
without exceeding the
maximum weight and

requirements.

Here is the Showcase Videos

Or Alternatively Here’s the
Link.

Early
Prototypes

The early prototypes of this
design varied from team

member to team member but
after days of sharing and

comparing ideas, this was the
final prototype base model
that was chosen. We decided
to make one design that would
be an o�ce focused part that
would have SD cards and USB
drives and the other would be
a workshop would have 4

screwdriver bit slots and have
a slot that would work like a
screwdriver after testing we

realized that this design would
be too thick so we had to

redesign using the same base
design.

Badge Holders
By: Ramaya M. | CJ B.|

Brayden S
Josh P | Alexander D.
Teacher :Mr. Reyes

Space Coast Jr/Sr High
School,

Cocoa FL.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1B4D8f7YfUJ5fEqiORIJ7s6isbdhCq0Vq?usp=sharing


Workshop Part
The screw driver works with
friction, preventing the 4
interchangeable bits from
sliding out by accident. The
screw is being used as a

backstop, preventing the bits
from falling out when the
screw driver is in use.

Side view of the prototype
showing where the drill bits

will be placed and the
sections of the card holders\
The Specifications of the

Workshop Part in Solidworks
Mass = 55g

Surface area = 73354.59

This is the Inside section view
of the workshop version of the

prototype. This shows the
functions of the cards and

how they will be placed inside
and the drill bits and how they
will sit inside the prototype.

Core Design

This is our base core design
for both versions of the badge

holder. This design was
equipped with the card slots
and the overall shape and
form before we added

modifications for the di�erent
versions of the holder.

O�ce Part
The images below show the
o�ce version of the badge

holder prototype.

The o�ce version of the
badge holder is equipped with
some of the similar features as
the workshop version. It has 3
card slots that can hold your
personal cards or ID badges

and also a keychain
attachment so you would be
able to attach it to wherever
you would like on your body.





Our designs would be made

out of either a lightweight

aluminum material or an abs

plastics for a more durable

and lightweight use

We have gone through our
primary design to be a
robust and durable design
able withstand high drops,
and it will have several
models from the office field
to the physical engineering
side of the job, with our 3
models it will leave the
option for the user to decide
what they would need for
their job.

Badge Holder
Multi-Tool

Jason Lee, Edelyn Brion,
Angel Buzzell

Space Coast Jr/Sr High
Cocoa, FL
Mr. Reyes



The badge holder is
designed with the intent of
being used in a rugged work
environment so the design
reflects the work that's
being done. The badge
holder is to be made of
aluminum / steel for the
purpose that the badge
holder itself will be used as
a tool.

The design allows multiple
hand held tools such as
screwdrivers, hex heads, ect.
to be incorporated into the
badge holder as if it was a
multitool but more
lightweight and easier to
carry. For one of the badge
holders we wanted to
implement a spring loaded
system that pushes the card
out of the holder itself.

The badge holder is
designed for more
office purposes so it's
more oriented towards
holding multiple cards
by placing the workers
ID at the front and the
business cards, contact
info, Ect.

Another main
implement to the
design is the universal
USB holder for all kinds
of flash drives in an
office environment
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Multi-Tool Badge Holder

Teacher Information

Requirements

Attachment Ideas

We had different teachers test out our
badge holders for a day or two.

Teacher testers
Mrs. Greenman
Mrs. Hegedorn 
Mr. Hardgrave

Mr. Laley
Mrs. Mitchell

60 grams weight limit
RFID Blocked

Needs to be 4" by 2 3/4" by a 1/2

Feedback
Some of the feedback from teachers

Most of them liked it
Adv: all in one

Dis: Slides out to early and kinda bulky
Attachment ideas: Retractable lanyard

pencil/pen holder
felt tip cleaner 

tweezers
scissors 

paper clip holders 
magnifying glass 

screwdriver holder  
 custom precision screwdriver 

Fairport High School,NY
Mr. Stornello

Mrs. Himmelberg

Names: Owen, Matt, 
Jackson, Chris, and Thor
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Stellar Badgers
(405)-564-4362 OR (405)-906-9192
gideonhiel@gmail.com
ella.calvert@gmail.com

Contact Us

Left to Right: Gideon Hiel, Ella Calvert,
Rachel Renollet, Addison Brown,
Tanner Zemp
Mr. Mantooth- Meridian Technology
Center

Multi-Tool
ID Badge
Holder

Stellar 
Badgers



Our    
Badge

People all over the world have to wear
badges for their daily jobs, both on
and off the job site. We were tasked
with coming up with a multi-tool
badge design that would work for
multiple professions and is a
compact design. 

By asking people in different
professions, ”What are some common
things you leave at your desk when
you walk off to go help someone?” we
were able to brainstorm ideas for our
prototypes.

Cloth 
Badge

3D Badge

Video of 3D
Badge Design

46g 
4" x 2.5" x .5"
Three parts 
Four different tools 
Theft Protection

31.4g
4" x 2.5" x .5"
Three
different
tools
Theft
Protection

Designed for comfort
and style

Designed to be more
durable for harsh work
environments

Two parts: one used as a protected
badge holder and the other as storage

Includes Pen, Tape Measure, Extra
Storage Space, Badge Holder, and Card
Holder

Capable of holding cards,
pen, and a velcro
interchangeable function
(tape measure)

Fabric Badge

Leather
Badge

Same functions as the
cloth but in leather,
implemented after PDR
suggestion to become
more “stylish” 

Could sell as a kit

Easier assembly,
could mass
produce



 

Physical
Prototype

The Team

Acknowledgments

Badge
Holder
Multitool
M e r i d i a n  T e c h n o l o g y
C e n t e r  

M r .  J a m e s  M a n t o o t h  

B r a d y  B r o w n ,  B r y d e n
C a r n e y ,  L a u r a  H u c k a b a y ,
A n n a  L e p o r t  

Team Leader: Brady Brown
Resource Manager: Bryden Carney
Reporters: Laura Huckabay and
Anna Leport

Mr. Glenn Johnson
NASA HUNCH D&P  

 

Mrs. Debbie Short
Meridian Technology Center 

 

Mr. James Mantooth
Meridian Technology Center 



Note Taking
CapabilitiesDesign

Features

RESULTS

This is the backside of the
badge holder which
includes the following
items: 

A.   Sticky Notes 
B.   Writing Utensil Holder
C.   USB 

Capabilities

ID Card Holder with RFID
Blocking

1.

Ruler2.
Centimetersa.
Inchesb.

Writing Utensil Storage3.
Pen or Pencila.

Sticky Note Holder4.
USB Holder5.

The front of the badge has a
spot for the ID that has RFID
blocker material in it.  The
two lower pictures display
both sides of the badge
holder which have engraved
rulers.

CAD Drawing Isometric View

Important Constraints

 Can hold a credit card-
sized badge without
obstructing the visibility
of badge information

1.

Cannot be larger than
2.75" x 4" x 1/2"

2.

No heavier than 60
grams, as to not weigh
down shirts

3.

Will not damage clothes 4.

CAD Drawing Left Side View

CAD Drawing Right Side VIew



Badge Holder
Multi-Tool

Billings Career Center
Mr. Anderson

Adam Landrie, Mckenzie Miller, Moses
Garza

Test Results: 

The main feature of our badge is
the customizability. All the tools

are able to be switched, and
maneuvered. Our badge has an
unlimited amount of tools that
can be used however has six

slots including the four
attachment slots, the second

card holder and the clip.

 Contact Us
Email:

andersone@billingsschools.org

QR Code With More Information:

The 5 testers were given a
questionnaire with five questions
which consisted of the following:

How is the accessibility of the
tools and ID? Average score: 4.8
Are the tools incorporated in a
clean fashion? Average score: 5
How is the comfortability of the
badge holder? Average score:
4.2

These three questions were rated
on a scale from 1 to 5 with five being

the best. The next questions were
free response. Here are the other

two questions:

 Do you feel anything is
missing?
Do you have any additional
comments?

 Here are the suggestions we fixed
based on a decision matrix:

Different lanyard clip that fits
all types of lanyard clips.
Attachments need a tighter fit.



RFID Aluminum Backing 

Attachments  (5 Different Options)

2 card slots that can hold any type of card
which can be easily put in or removed

(Multi-tool Card, ID, etc...)

Important Info:

Weight: 36 grams (Includes Badge, badge top,    -Cost: Roughly $1 per unit (not including tools)   
      4 attachments, and aluminum backing)

Dimensions: 2.2" x 2.9" x 0.3" 

Place to attach lanyard 
(Fits almost all types of lanyard clips)

Slot for clip to be added 

Attachment Slot that holds attachments



We Have
An IDea

Badge Holder
Multi-Tool

By:
Rachael Janecek 
Cai Coveton

Teacher: Mr. Hayes
School: Theo

Tests

For more
Information and
details on our
design and
process, visit our
website:
https://t.ly/ON8_1

Initial Idea
When we first started the
brainstorming of how our
product would work, we
focused on the layout. We
wanted a main panel just
for the ID, and separate
attachable panels with
tools on it.

Michael Hayes
Unique Badge
WEB Site
--- Video on Both Presentation and Prototype
1- ID multi-tool special innovations
by Rachael Janecek & Cai Coventon
- Customizable set of tools ( 3 to 4 sets )
- 3 Interchangeable back panels
- Protractor
- Removable mini pocket 
- Forward facing flashlight 
- Removable embedded glasses screwdriver 
- Tools are retractable
- Colors include: Black, Grey,, Glow-in-the-dark and Glitter.
- Protected vinyl cover for ID 
- Wire stripper/cutters
- Cell Phone Holder
- Ability to add Multiple Tools
- Badge Tracker
- Key Holder
- Measuring tool
- RF Protection
...
CAD Drawings for all
11 Different Iterations
...
Compliance with Weight, and Size
...
Testing Included:
- Market Testing ( Potential Users )
- Stress Testing
- Destructive Testing

- Great Board



Vinyl cover on the front
side of the ID
Aluminum foil layer behind
to protect magnet strip
Connected by Velcro
Phone Stand
Glasses screwdriver
Wire cutter/stripper
Ruler
Multipurpose keychain for
tracker

Panel #1 Unique Tools:
Magnifying glass
Hex heads

Panel #2 Unique Tools:
Flashlight
Mini Pocket

Panel #3 Unique Tools:
Protractor

Current
Design

Design
Photos

About the
Project

NASA HUNCH needs a
badge holder multi-tool for
workers that is compact
and includes everyday
items that may not always
be at hand.

Problem:

Solution:
A badge holder that has
attached panels on the
back with different useful
tools depending on
necessity.





Badge 37

Holder 
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a thin RFID blocking metal sheet
must be included

Must be able to go through TSA 
Include a transparent cover

allowing visibility of the I.D while
keeping it protected 5th period

group: Genesis Fernandez,

Golden Bennett, Sophia

Woodson, Shaun Gaddes,

Azarion Robinson

NASA Hunch

teacher: Mr. Woodard

Multi tool badge holder

objective
our objective was to create a
multi-tool I.D badge holder to be
used by NASA employees. To do
so, we needed to brainstorm,

research, and create an I.D badge
with our team and find what

worked best 

criteria 

constraints
no heavier than 60 grams

no larger than 2 ¾” x 4” x ½” 
must not snag or damage clothing

powerpoint

video description



Creative Process
during our process, we looked at

many different badge holders to find
which features we liked and disliked.
anything we liked we tried to find
ways to incorperate them into our

designs. Different careers had
different features added until we

could narrow it down to specific, all
inclusive features and added those to

the final design
after brainstorming, we looked at
our drawings to begin to bring our
design to life. measurements were
taken, 3D prints were made, and
we overlooked anything that may
have needed any extra attention.
Eventually, the final design was
chosen. The badge holder was

made to have different modules
that could be added for the job
instead of many designs for

different professions. There are
four unique add-ons shown in the

demonstration video 

The final design has been 3D
printed, with a carbon fiber
front plate. There are places
for three magnetized modules.
The front card slot can hold
an RFID blocking metal sheet,
along with  an ID. The modules

include a clip, elastic band.
flashlight, and a USB holder. A
calculator, sticky notes, pen,
screwdriver, and money can
be attached to the holder.
There is a ruler on the left

hand side for easy measuring

pictures



Why our Badge Holders?

Happier Employees - fidget toys

Improves memory

Boosts cognitive function 

Productivity boost

Don’t need to worry about forgetting key tools 

Optimized workflow with fewer trips back to your desk

Easy to Use 

Easily accessible tools

Carry your desk in your pocket

Multi-Purpose

Many different tools

Personalised for your specialty (IT, Desk job, Engineer)

By: Harlan Schillig, David Wan, Keegan Epstein,
and Ian Holland from Pacific Ridge School



The Innovator:

near-universal adapter

USB

USB-C

SD cards

Thumb Drive

 

The Handyman:

Ruler/caliper 

Penlight

magnet pad for

loose screws

The Organiser:

Pencil/Pen Holder

Stapler

Fidget toy

 

Engineers

Works hands-on with

many projects

Needs tools to build

measure and design

Desk Job 

Uses a pen and

pencil more than

screwdriver

Needs tools to

work around an

office setting

IT

Works with

computers and code

Needs more adapters

and thumb drives

Our Designs



Helping everyone prepare for life’s
everyday needs

OPTIMIZER MULTITOOL

Watch the v ideos for  more
informat ion

video

v i d e o

SEE HOW THEY
WORK

ABOUT THE

TEAM
Our team sets out to help bring
frequently used tools closer to a
person than ever before. Our
newest prototype badgeholder
maximizes its space to ensure the
tools you need are as avalable as
your wallet. 



The back attaches to the middle
and holds a ut i l i ty tool and

flashdrive holder

BACK COVER

The front cover includes a pen
holder,  detachable design to

make it  easy to insert your key
card, and a cl ip for attaching to

your var ious other tools and
keys

FRONT COVER

The inside houses a bui lt  in tape
measure, f lashl ight,  RFID

blocker,  and a nai l  f i le

INSIDE

Included tools:

Tape Measure

RFID Blocking Plate

Adaptable Clip

Concealed Pen

Static Clip

Hex Wrenches

Inch Ruler

Flashlight

Flashdrive

Cardholder

Nail File

Screwdriver

OVERVIEW

THE MULTITOOL

We are specialized in building unique digital

experiences for our clients - from websites

to special purpose applications. We also

help businesses reach wider audiences

through managed digital marketing.

We help companies destroy network

viruses and avoid future casualties. We also

help businesses reach wider audiences

through managed digital marketing.
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